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like a gesture of impatience is, a mechanism to melt the air. and a 
song about right angles and things flowing. or a view down the 
river, crumpled in the hand. or seen everywhere you've been. a 
concentrated look on your enormous face. an introduction. a step 
forward. coming into it slowly, like the promise of heat is—a 
change of address, a district of water, the power of forgetfulness. 
the regularity of saying "interval." "we were all along the drowned 
highway spreading." a change in the weather. a massive heat. a 
song about liquids. taking shape in the presence of liquids, it's easy
to imagine them standing on the shore because they are so 
impatient. like they're looking for a formula. the lips are parted. we
can see how their lips are parted, an image at the edge. a pleasant 
taste of quotation. imagine, five years just to get to the corner to 
pass a coin back and forth. a bright eye shared, like seeing around 
corners. from here they bend away riverine. bitterness of the water 
on a regular basis, but the taste is drugged, like the taste of ink. 
pile high the drugged hair! the city has a river flowing through the 
middle of it. the secret of measurement. the uncombable versus the
unmappable. to change the mode of address where you and i are 
listening to the water and making waves. 

straight diffracting walk in the connection attempts of street kind, 
an expansion of edges. a conveyance, street kind as medium in a 
line to radio theory over street dust to distance is open to 
aufheben, or fall down in. from repetition to reflection. arrive me 
empty, a structure to get lost in, a frozen rhythm and a building 
that is the color of day, to allow you to walk on the ice. i and under,
and alpha. not a desert in a corner, not a coin in the hand. the 
moment of our equivalence, like something flat. with coinage there
came convertibility, with glass, transparency, to let your hand play 
the air. the pale seasons unfold. sky through her and you're on ice. 
in the white and. in the white and. end, in the blue period and fade
to black. the final note in the corner, where they are measuring out 
the day like counting out coins. from reflection to absorption. from 
the iron of the eye, or casting a look, from time to time the bitter 
taste of water. darkly into the edge, afraid of waves, a friend of 
glass is a friend of a friend, but not a friend of ours. a choice 
between line or lacuna. from absorption to enclosure. sending 
hand signals from point a to a point oh to a prime to not be, the 
excluding logic of the hall. the preoccupation of the halls, the 
theatricality of moving through the halls, of the enclosure. the 
work of intermittence. a stop sign. the morning is to drown out 
their signal. waving our hands to see ice through glass. to make it 
show. it goes beyond the visual into the heart of the diagram, the 
diastolic moment of the line, the street plan, drawing the plan 
when they're asleep at the wheel. what we could say about rust.

wolf-like loop, alone with our undoing, or turning back on itself. 
the line is lift, to mark it as passage. but here is so slippery, and you
and i are difficult. root to rhymezone: from end to end, the angular 
inhabitants, dwelling in departure. the tired you of the connection 
like that, clutching the wheel. district comes from the word "cut." 
alliteration of streets, the river conceals a city in it. cut to flowing. 
ok, turn left to the river bank then left, then left, then left, then left, 
then don't turn for five years, what happens when you bump into 
the lost and found of the page, a soft city.

and let your hand play the air.





new road time. your teeth don't mesh. pure acid scents closing saliva. your seat-
mate has spent the last several years blowing things up. history of a ferocious noon
left behind. the blindness of light in the gap, a way of covering up those things left
behind in  the  place  where  your  teeth  miss  the  tongue,  and the  importance  of
chewing with your mouth closed. to break the sound barrier.  the words appear
long after the sound is heard. the tiny explosions that constitute the grain of the
page. the flowers bursting through the mesh. bouncing up and down. the whole
humming day meshed, in the tune of it. meshed, but still hollow.

you see a man leaving work. i see a man running for his life. these sunken cities
blare.

the connection with ulterior motives, the labor of a connection. "i'm going to push
and pull and pop you into pieces! ggrrrrr!"  where at first everything seems to fit so
easily and then there's  this  horrible  grinding noise in the socket with all  those
rough rs and guttural gs escaping through the mesh, the whole hollow moment of
it, all the remnants and aluminum shavings it must leave behind. what does this
say about the nature of aluminum, or where aluminum seems to be heading, or
more precisely, what goals does aluminum seem to have? endless suspicions about
this ubiquitous, but nonetheless, vaguely sinister material, formed into dull gray
rods,  mottled  all  over  with corrosive  white  blotches,  emitting  a  hollow,  empty
clanging  sound  when  dropped,  or  else  pressed  into  brilliant,  mirrored  sheets
reflecting the infra-red guts of toaster ovens and electric grills, which can bathe a
kitchen in the warmth and nostalgia of setting suns. but you still can't see beyond
your seat-mate.

the  city  oxidizes.  crowds  are  molecular.  cast  and  recast,  shedding  a  voice,
separating paint from projection. to lose it so another can find it when the rains
return.

three or four times
you and three others

are counting a hole in the ground

three or four times
you and three others

are failing the equipment

three or four times
you and three others

are simultaneous freeze

three or four times
you and three others

are segmented through an indefinite month

these four statements
cover the corners

of you and three others

the middle of the piece is always a journey through night town





cloud glass evening shout in the corner of the voice. aluminum glow. rehearse the view. a prism, a different direction. we were along the moire.

drum seed, flower cease, only the feet and shoulders move.

new system biology: the long dead, to break their dry white hand.

word, storm, green cloud—kind of depressed by all this rage. the kind of rage we like to hear our favorite movie stars talk about.

thousands of men are dropping things. buildings shoot into space. faded smoke, old smoke, the hard edges of light. what snapshots are always trying to tell us.

so physical, dirigible, irreversible. and sleepless. it's day 93 of anti-gravity disclosure. thousands of kneecaps. lightly flexing.

thin noon. no one on it. every phoneme a removal, a game of grab. on every roof a highway. thin noon air, all in angles. with all the antennas stuck on it.

ok, what are my lips doing right now? where are my teeth? still looking disheveled. listen to the clothes, they will tell you what to do. 

run the sun / turn the sun upside your head. rhythm is the incandescent.

we are a history of engines pure ultramarine, crawling from the wreckage and rush right out of our cells.

powered by the sun. nothing works like the next time. the ingredients are there from the beginning, darkly in a repetition.

heavy entryism. collecting poses and decrypting a look. many of ourselves are hiding under great clues, great stains. we are shoving our way to paper.

to let the air flow all over it. over thin and the poem side over a film. a moving violation.

acrobatic. slash into being. moist like noise, high up in the mouth. to let the air flow. a line of departure. the resonance of antennas.

someone has left. the same sky is everywhere. an interval or blank interlude. we were all along the line of sight. we were looking for edges and writing out the liquids, among the faded smoke.

a long wave theory. thin as perspective. thin and revealing. all the great lines are floating right in front of you. dot and slash the forward look / a mark before now to place it before now, so they can draw the whole thing out.

the line moves from left to another word for ocean. a way out of the way out, like the history of engines. pure ultramarine. and paper.

to be a part. band apart. to be obvious all day. the hole in the parts of speech when you leave, announcing the end of frames and the end that is a frame in the page. cut and cut again. and by you I mean you.

separating paint from projection. to mispronounce the title of a book by guillaume apollinaire "all coolz," to summon a blue light always surrounded by black. hiding out in a letter. how to read it in a voice of ink. 

a water crayon. a name of ocean. a pool of glass. a city of angles. the ice is floating on glass.

a book of spaces. the other shore. the shape is that obvious, like day. and rectangular. just staring at the space for the sun

and the wet moon that almost makes a rhyme for tongue.






